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atheistic. The Platonic and Cartesian dualisms that have accompanied 
much of traditional theology have unforhmate consequences that have led 
some theologians to embrace features of materialism. Fractured dualism 
can result in a fragmentizing individualism, an excessive asceticism, and a 
denial of the value of the physical world and its ecology. A backlash from 
theologians like Adrian Thatcher, Fergus Kerr, and Grace Jantzen has led 
to post-dualist theologies of human and divine nature, theologies that 
incorporate materialist lessons in various ways. Taliaferro argues that an 
integrative dualism can furnish clues for a theology that retains much of 
the classical theistic picture while avoiding both the denigration of the 
physical and the paradoxes of a materialistic theism. 
Integrative dualism, Taliaferro argues, makes more sense of a number of 
traditional Christian theological questions than either the non-integrative 
dualisms or the new materialistically-influenced theism. The Incarnation, 
the Resurrection, and the afterlife are all best understood according to a 
model that accepts the possibility of a true embodiment yet allows for the 
perfect separation of the soul and the body. Moreover, God's relation to the 
cosmos is illuminated by the idea of integrative theism that borrows aspects 
of our mvn dualistic status. While God is not embodied in the universe, His 
omnipresence there conserves its existence and explains the possibility of 
His agency and omniscience. The integrative aspect of Taliaferro's view is 
most on display in his advocacy for the personhood of God, with His pas-
sional, loving, even suffering nature. Taliaferro's passibilism dovetails nice-
ly with his integrative dualism, at least at the analogical level. But it shares 
with that view-and even augments-a sense of ultimate metaphysical 
mystery. A suffering presence that is disembodied is even more mysterious 
than metaphysically distinct things that are metaphysically united. Perhaps 
we have simply reached bedrock, and metaphysics and theology must rest 
content with describing accurately the peculiarities of these singular cases. 
Ursinus College 
NOTES 
1. I'm ignoring here issues of implicature. Why would I describe the self-
same fruit to you using semantically different--even if logically consistent-
sentences? 
2. If one were justified in thinking that the property of being the 42nd 
President is incompatible with being Gore's running mate, then one would be 
justified in thinking that the 42nd President is not Gore's running mate. 
Reason for the Hope Within, edited by Michael J. Murray. Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1999. Pp xvi, 429. Cloth $22.49. 
KLAAS J. KRAA Y, University of Toronto 
In a well-known paper, Alvin Plantinga urges that "Christian philosophers 
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... are philosophers of the Christian community; and it is part of their task as 
Christian philosophers to serve the Christian community".l The contributors 
to this volume take this responsibility seriously, for their goal is to make the 
best of contemporary Christian philosophy accessible to the lay person. 
Roughly one third of the papers address topics relevant to theism in general, 
such as arguments for the existence of God, the problem of evit and the 
problem of divine foreknowledge and human freedom. The remainder 
engage topics of particular interest to Christians, such as the Incarnation, the 
Trinity, heaven and hell, and the relationship of Christianity to ethics. 
Michael Murray opens the volume with a useful piece that seeks to out-
line the Christian apologetic enterprise and defang some common objections 
to it. He rightly criticizes sledgehammer apologetics, which attempts to show 
the unbeliever that she is irrational in rejecting Christianity. He then distin-
guishes between positive apologetics (which argues that the Christian world-
view is preferable in certain respects to its rivals) and negative apologetics 
(which defends Christianity against various criticisms). He urges that neither 
skepticism, relativism, nor anti-realism offer any reason to abstain from 
either positive or negative apologetics. Though clear and helpful, Murray's 
piece is deficient in one way: the lay reader would benefit greatly from a 
brief overview of what distinguishes philosophical reflection on Christian 
topics from other forms of inquiry, and this is lacking. (For example, Murray 
could have noted that while philosophical reflection may concern revelation, 
it will not generally appeal to revelation in defense of its claims.) 
William Davis offers a nuanced account of numerous theistic arguments 
in the second chapter. Davis eschews the standard (historical) presentation 
of these arguments, and instead does a remarkable job of introducing a vari-
ety of arguments without overwhelming the reader in technical detail. He 
concludes that God's existence explains a variety of data much better than 
the relevant alternatives, but he notes that many of these arguments have 
weaknesses that can be exploited by the skeptic. Robin Collins introduces 
the 'fine-tuning' argument in chapter three. He urges that theism is vastly 
more probable than two atheistic alternatives: the single-universe hypothe-
sis (according to which the fine-tuning of the universe is an inexplicable 
'brute fact'), and the many-universes hypothesis (according to which there 
are so many universes that it is very likely that one will feature finely-tuned 
conditions that support intelligent life). In general, Collins does a fine job of 
defeating objections to this view, though he could do more to rebut the 
common charge that theism is not preferable, since it remainders an highly 
complex explanans of design in the universe that is itself unexplained. 
The fourth chapter is a splendid introduction by Daniel Howard-Snyder 
to contemporary philosophical work on the problem of evil. He begins 
with a sensitive account of the difference between the 'practical' and 'theo-
retical' problems of evil, and then outlines the basic deductive argument 
from evil and various responses to it. He concludes with a detailed account 
of the major lines of debate concerning the evidential argument from evil. In 
the next chapter, John O'Leary-Hawthorn discusses two kinds of atheolog-
ical arguments: 'No Evidence Arguments' and' Arguments from the 
Character of Religion'. Under the former heading are grouped arguments 
that allege that the lack of palpable evidence (from either a priori argumen-
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tation or experience) justifies the conclusion that God does not exist. 
Arguments of the latter sort allege that theism should be rejected because 
of claims concerning the evils done in the name of religion, the diversity of 
religious belief, and the psychological origins of religious belief. O'Leary-
Hawthorn offers considerations against each of these arguments. 
In chapter six, Caleb Miller shows that the easy supposition that faith 
and reason are irreconcilable is fundamentally misguided. He finds in 
Kierkegaard the view that since Christianity demands absolute commit-
ment and reason is unable to furnish this, faith should not be supported by 
reason. Miller counters this claim by noting that in everyday affairs, rela-
tively low probabilities can justify high degrees of commitment and vice 
versa. Miller distinguishes several senses of both faith and reason and tries 
to sketch a broadly Christian epistemology rooted in these distinctions. 
Relying heavily on themes developed elsewhere by Plantinga/ Timothy 
O'Connor next tries to undercut pluralist arguments against exclusivist 
Christian belief. In chapter eight (perhaps the most aggressive piece of posi-
tive apologetics in the volume) Robin Collins offers criticisms of the 
Sankara, Ramanuja, and Madhva schools of Hinduism and the Theravada 
and Mahayana schools of Buddhism. He is most sympathetic, however, 
towards the Ramanuja and Madhva schools of Hinduism, concluding that 
on philosophical grounds alone, these are viable alternatives to Christianity. 
Chapter nine marks a return to more traditional philosophy of religion 
territory, as Scott Davison outlines several attempts to reconcile the doc-
trines of divine providence and human freedom. Davison's exposition of 
compatibilist and incompatibilist notions of freedom is elegant, as is his 
treatment of different accounts of divine power and knowledge, especially 
his exposition of middle knowledge. Davison does little to adjudicate 
between alternative views, but his chapter is an excellent overview of com-
peting positions. In his chapter on the Incarnation and the Trinity, Thomas 
Senor engages in negative apologetics: he tries to undermine some com-
mon philosophical objections to these fundamental Christian doctrines. 
In chapter eleven, Trenton Merricks considers the doctrines of bodily 
resurrection and everlasting life. Merricks notes that numerical personal 
identity can survive drastic qualitative change, and he suggests that, for a 
variety of reasons, it is epistemically possible that personal identity may be 
able to survive death. Unfortunately, however, Merricks does nothing to 
counter the common charge that post-mortem existence entails qualitative 
change drastic enough to violate some necessary conditions for personal 
identity. In his discussion of hell in chapter twelve, Michael Murray con-
siders two understandings of hell: the "Penalty Model" and the "Natural 
Consequences Model". He argues that each can be defended against cer-
tain objections, but that a hybrid model is explanatorily advantageous. He 
then defends this conception against various forms of the charge that God 
is unloving or unjust. 
In chapter thirteen, W. Christopher Stewart considers the relationship 
between religion and science. He suggests that science at best presupposes 
methodological naturalism, and that it in no way refutes theism or renders it 
irrational. He offers considerations against the common view that science 
and religion have historically been in conflict, and suggests a way to see 
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concord between them. In his chapter on miracles, J.A. Cover distinguishes 
between the claim that an event is anomalous, and the claim that an anom-
alous event has a divine cause. He concedes that the skeptic can always 
deny either claim, but that while these options are available to the skeptic, 
they may not always be reasonable. 
Chapter fifteen concerns Christianity and ethics. Here, Frances Howard-
Snyder argues against ethical relativism and for a version of the Divine 
Command Theory. She outlines some important theoretical problems for 
this theory, but urges that the truth or falsity of this theory should make no 
practical difference to the Christian's desire to live a righteous life, since 
this task involves discovering and following whatever moral rules there 
are, not discovering what makes tlzem tflle. The final paper concerns the 
authority of scripture, in which Douglas Blount suggests that it is reason-
able to believe the doctrine of biblical inerrancy (which, he notes, does not 
entail flat-footed literalism). Addressing his argument to Christians, Blount 
suggests (perhaps non-controversially) that if Christianity is true, then it is 
indeed reasonable to believe that scripture is inerrant. He then notes that 
this belief could be rendered unreasonable for the Christian if there were 
indeed contradictions or clear factual errors in scripture, but that there is 
no clear evidence of either. 
In preparing the volume, the contributors met for two weeks to discuss 
each other's manuscripts and present their material to lay audiences. Clearly, 
this process was beneficial, for, on the whole, the authors skillfully present a 
wealth of complex material in an accessible and engaging fashion. One way 
in which the book could be improved, however, is by the inclusion of a chap-
ter devoted specifically to theistic epistemology. While many of the authors 
are obviously indebted to work in this field by Plantinga, William Alston, 
and others, a sustained exposition of certain major themes in theistic theory 
of knowledge would be useful to the beginner. Also, the interested reader 
would be well served by the inclusion of a systematic guide to further read-
ing on the topics covered. Nonetheless, beginners will benefit greatly from 
this unique resource, and specialists will discover that it sets a high standard 
for effective inh'oductory exposition of Christian philosophy. 
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This book is a commentary on Kierkegaard's Works of Love. It contains a 
